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Making lighting retrofits 
affordable 
The lighting retrofit industry is a fast-growing 

sector, but many customers have trouble 

justifying the budget over core business 

priorities. For SlimGym, retrofitting multiple 

gym locations and a head office was a 

burdensome expense. 

With EnPowered Payments, SlimGym was able 

to install LED lighting systems in two of their 

gym locations and head office, paying through 

a portion of their future energy savings, on 

their electricity bill. This allowed them to get 

started on the energy transition now, paying 

as they save—with no up-front cost and low 

risk to their business. 

SlimGym & lighting retrofits

As a fitness club with multiple locations and 

a head office, SlimGym saw immense value in 

switching their out-of-date lighting systems to 

LEDs. Businesses can save up to 75 percent of 

their energy costs by transitioning to energy-

efficient lighting. Beyond savings, LED lights 

are:

• More stable and dependable than typical 

lighting.

• More resilient against flickering.

• Less heat-emitting than typical lighting.

• Easier and less expensive to maintain.

LEDs can save gyms and office buildings 

that typically use fluorescent lighting, such 

as SlimGym’s main office, between 50 and 75 

percent of their electricity costs. For these 

reasons, the North American LED market 

is expected to grow at a compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 10.5% between 2022 

to 2030. And Savemore LEDs is one business 

poised to benefit from this growth.

Savemore LEDs & SlimGym

As a company in the lighting retrofit sector, 

Savemore LEDs was well-suited to perform 

retrofits for SlimGym. Their proposal provided 

a competitive offer at $53,120 to install LEDs 

and other energy-saving infrastructure, with 

a projected savings of $1,700 per month. 

However, SlimGym was hesitant to begin the 

project due to many factors:

• Although the LEDs were an inexpensive 

solution, they didn’t have the budget.

• The company was still recovering from 

reduced business during COVID-19.

• They couldn’t justify lighting retrofits over 

core business initiatives.

Savemore LEDs knew that as SlimGym waited 

to purchase energy-efficient lighting, they 

lost out on more and more savings—enough 

to finance the cost of the lights themselves. 

So, the lighting company leveraged their 

payments partner to provide SlimGym with 

the option to pay as they save.
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EnPowered is a pioneering cleantech company accelerating the 

adoption of innovative solutions in energy-intensive industries by 

providing an on-bill payment platform that simplifies purchasing, 

increases transparency, and optimizes ROI.

EnPowered: Finding budget in the bill
With EnPowered Payments, Savemore LEDs’s customers can pay for their solutions through a portion of 

their future energy savings. This allowed SlimGym to:

• Use their existing electricity budget to fund energy efficiency upgrades.

• Replace the $53,120 retrofit cost with a $1,655 monthly charge.

• Save $1,700 on energy costs per month, more than covering the retrofit cost.

With EnPowered, SlimGym turned a burdensome expense into an inconsequential line item on their 

electricity bill. This helped Savemore LEDs close a deal that might have fallen out of their pipeline. 

“By using EnPowered Payments, I’m seeing 

lower electricity bills, even with my retrofit 

payments figured in. Without this, our business 

would still be looking for budget or lenders, 

while leaving savings on the table.”

- Slim Jane 
Owner, SlimGym

Lucrative partnership, happy customers
For months, SlimGym was worried about how it would afford its retrofit. But Savemore LEDs’s partnership 

with EnPowered was all it needed to start saving right away, with no money up-front. Now, SlimGym 

is considering additional energy efficiencies, so they can save even more on energy and reduce their 

emissions, using the budget already in their electricity bill.

Meanwhile, Savemore LEDs was so happy with their results, they now suggest EnPowered to each of 

their potential customers. EnPowered Payments provides superior conditions for customers to greenlight 

energy efficiency projects, allowing you to close deals that otherwise might have died in your pipeline.

Learn more about how EnPowered can help your business close more deals at info@getenpowered.com. 

*Note: To protect the privacy of the businesses in this case study, all names have been changed to 
fictitious versions.


